ABOUT STREZOV SAMPLING
STREZOV SAMPLING © is a division of STREZOV MUSIC PRODUCTIONS LTD – a company created
by George Strezov – orchestrator, composer and orchestra/choir contractor in Sofia, Bulgaria.
We have been sampling since December 2012 when we started out with Storm Choir 1 and
throughout that time we learned and incorporated a lot into our products. Our team is passionate
about sample libraries because at the end we are the first customers of the products – we are
composers and arrangers working around the world. Our headquarters is based in Sofia, Bulgaria
where we record the fantastic musicians and singers that breathe life into the tiny .wav samples
that we later include into Kontakt.

DISCLAIMER / PHILOSOPHY
We would like to note that, in our pursuit for more lively and natural samples, we tend to avoid
a few things that are considered commonplace. We used some tuning inside Kontakt and
manually edited all single tones in the instrument trying to make it as balanced as possible.
However our main goal is to keep the depth of the instrument dynamics. We embrace candid,
lively samples that include some natural imperfections.

A MESSAGE FROM GEORGE STREZOV
Thank you for purchasing The Performers – Diyana Vasileva Mountain Girl!
There are a lot of fantastic musicians that I’ve had the honor and pleasure of working with – both in
my country and around the world. This is what made me think of “The Performers” - a product that
can showcase musicians’ skills to a wider audience. This new product line aims at one goal – topnotch performances that can easily be used in music production.
So let me tell you a bit about this chapter’s main character – Diyana Vasileva. Born to a family of
musicians, Mountain Girl can’t help excelling in Bulgarian folklore singing, simultaneously taking
up piano lessons. Bit by bit and winning one competition after another, both on the local and
international stages, she builds herself up and the ultimate recognition comes in the form of her
acceptance into the Grammy awardwinning choir “Mystery of the Bulgarian Voices”. The other jewel
in her crown is the membership in one of the most popular Bulgarian ethno bands -“Oratnitza”. The
nickname “Mountain Girl” is given to her by the world-famous Australian singer Lisa Gerrard from their
concert with the „Mystery of the Bulgarian Voices“.
Hopefully there will be many new chapters still to come, more “Performers” that will be heard in
compositions made by fellow musicians from all across the globe; musicians connecting to musicians
and using music as an universal language. Please, if you enjoy the library and Diyana’s voice, consider
writing “feat. Diyana Vasileva” in the official track name. Thank you!
Enjoy!
George

GENERAL OVERVIEW
THE PERFORMERS – Diyana Vasileva – Mountain Girl
“The Performers – Diyana Vasileva – Mountain Girl” is a phrase-based Kontakt library that was
recorded inside the Sofia Session Studio with multiple microphones which were later summed
into a total of three positions – Close, Decca and Hall.
You have the option to Solo, Mute and Purge (button ON/OFF on the left of the volume slider)
each of the microphone positions.
By default (marked “Def.”) all instruments are linked to your default Kontakt output – but you
also have the option to adjust the patch outputs and mix both microphone positions in your
DAW of choice’s built-in mixer.
Also you have the option to adjust the stereo field of each microphone position by clicking
the stereo sign (two overlay circles) below the volume slider and moving the mouse up or
down.
Panning of each microphone position is also available from the slider below
the volume slider.
Each of the microphones has additional High Pass (HP) and Low Pass (LP) filters giving you
the option to modify the content of the library in a number of creative ways.

The user interface of the library is designed in a way that gives the user access to the
whole library’s potential within one single patch. On the left side are the zones which
correspond to the named keys. You can load one phrase of the library on each zone. At
any given moment you can load up to 12 different phrases on each of these zones.

The specific phrases, which you could choose from, can be found in the browser window. Each
phrase comes with its own name. The window on the right of the browser is showing you the
different versions of the selected phrase. Each one has a number next to it, which indicates
the tempo at which this phrase was originally recorded.
The numerals after the song’s name indicate that each phrase continues the previous one –
(1) “Maro le shterko Maro” … (2) “Zashto si tolkoz iubava” and so forth.
Below the browser windows there is a staff, showing the score of each of the selected phrases,
each shown in the root key of C. And at the bottom of the UI you can see the waveform of the
phrase, which is being selected.
There are a number of creative ways that the library can be modified and tailored as per any
individual project. In order to achieve that, the user can utilize any of the modifiers shown in
the bottom right corner of the interface.

AVAILABLE CONTROLS:
STRETCH – modifies the speed at which the phrase is played. The slider goes from 1% to
800% allowing you to drastically change the way each phrase sounds. The lock icon can
automatically adjust the performance tempo to your DAW’s internal tempo.
S.START – changes the point at which the phrase will start playing.
ATTACK – changes the attack time.
RELEASE – changes the release time.
REVERSE – this button is reversing the whole phrase, giving you a number of options to create
different textures, pads and other sound design elements for your projects.
The Keyboard is split in a number of sections as follows:
– The blue keys (C0 to B0) – this is a standard drone, recorded in any of the 11 given semitones.
– The red keys (C1 to B1) – control the pitch at which each phrase will be played. Each phrase
has been recorded at a whole-tone scale within one octave.
– Different color keys (C3 to G4) – these are the keys which trigger the phrase selected in any
of the 12 zones available in the library.

The Performers – Diyana Vasileva – Mountain Girl comes with the option to save and load
presets, which can be accessed from the top left load button (open case image). We thought
that given the nature of the library and the endless possibilities of the modifiers, each user
can make their own presets and save them with the “Save” button, again on the top left
corner of the interface (floppy disk image).
The blank page button is giving you the option to initialize the whole patch at any given
moment.
Each of these three buttons work on the whole patch itself, affecting all of the zones. Apart
from that, we have provided a number of options for the user to modify and make changes
only to a given (selected) zone. ThWese are what the buttons on the right side of interface
are for.
– DISCARD – this button allows you to revert any changes made to a selected zone. Note
that the changes in any zone are memorized every time you switch between different zones,
so the Discard button will revert any changes made to a zone, as long as this particular zone
is selected.
– CLEAR – this button can be used to empty the selected zone.
– SAVE – this button allows you to save only the current zone’s settings in a preset file.
– LOAD – opens a preset from the disc and loads the zone settings from this preset to the
selected zone.
The “Save” and “Load” buttons allow you to modify any single phrase and then add this
particular phrase to a previously existing preset/presets.
For example you could make some modification to the phrase “Karay, Deno – 135”, save it
a separate preset with the “Save” button on the right, then load the full preset called “Test
Karay Deno” (for instance) from the top left load button and add your modified phrase “Karay,
Deno” to it, using the “Load” button on the right. This gives you the possibility to change and
alter any of the pre-made presets or modify your own presets.
In general, if one of the functionalities the library has to offer slips your mind, please click on
the question mark symbol at the top right corner of the interface. It will produce explanations
and guidance for almost all buttons, switches and knobs you’re seeing at the moment.

LIBRARY OVERVIEW
SUSTAINS:
- ”Aah” drone sustains, looped (1xRR), C2 – B2;
PHRASES (each recorded on whole-tone scale within one octave):
1. Ah, Planina – 2 phrases
- Ah, Planina 1 – 80 BPM
- Ah, Planina 2 – 80 BPM
2. Maro Le – 2 phrases
- Maro Le 1 – 75 BPM
- Maro Le 2 – 75 BPM
3. Neno Le – 1 phrase
- Neno Le – 75 BPM
4. Vetar Vee – 2 phrases
- Vetar Vee 1 – 85 BPM
- Vetar Vee 2 – 85 BPM
5. Karay, Deno – 1 phras
- Karay, Deno – 135 BPM
6. Lyulchina Pesen – 1 phrase
- Lyulchina Pesen – 140 BPM
7. Trenke – 1 phrase
- Trenke – 140 BPM
8. Begalo Rade – 2 phrases
- Begalo Rade 1 – 72 BPM
- Begalo Rade 2 – 72 BPM

16. Slantse Na Zaoda – 1 phrase
- Slantse Na Zaoda – 110 BPM
17. Brayno Le, Ivane – 2 phrases
- Brayno Le, Ivane 1 – 60 BPM
- Brayno Le, Ivane 2 – 60 BPM
18. Brambar Dranka – 3 phrases
- Brambar Dranka 1 – 74 BPM
- Brambar Dranka 2 – 74 BPM
- Brambar Dranka 3 – 74 BPM
19. Dve Se Mladi Zeli Bile – 2 phrases
- Dve Se Mladi Zeli Bile 1 – 85 BPM
- Dve Se Mladi Zeli Bile 2 – 85 BPM
20. Gyura Ide – 2 phrases
- Gyura Ide 1 – 145 BPM
- Gyura Ide 2 – 160 BPM
21. Gugute Le – 2 phrases
- Gugute Le 1 – 150 BPM
- Gugute Le 2 – 150 BPM
22. Ovo Mome – 1 phrase
- Ovo Mome – 110 BPM

9. Grozdanke Mome – 2 phrases
- Grozdanke Mome 1 – 51 BPM
- Grozdanke Mome 2 – 51 BPM

23. Siten Dazhd Vali – 3 phrases
- Siten Dazhd Vali 1 – 150 BPM
- Siten Dazhd Vali 2 – 150 BPM
- Siten Dazhd Vali 3 – 150 BPM

10. Yanke – 1 phrase
- Yanke– 90 BPM

24. Stoyne Mome – 1 phrase
- Stoyne Mome – 180 BPM

11. Bona Bolna Lezhi - 2 phrases
- Bona Bolna Lezhi 1 - 100 BPM
- Bona Bolna Lezhi 2 - 100 BPM

25. Zashto Ti E Chelo Namarchelo – 1 phrase
- Zashto Ti E Chelo Namarchelo – 58 BPM

12. Da Si Trazhu Nevesta – 1 phrase
- Da Si Trazhu Nevesta – 125 BPM
13. Poye u konope – 2 phrases
- Poye u konope 1 – 90 BPM
- Poye u konope 2 – 90 BPM
14. Yanka Barza – 1 phrase
- Yanka Barza – 125 BPM
15. Rade Le – 2 phrases
- Rade Le 1 – 115 BPM
- Rade Le 2 – 115 BPM

26. Improvisations – 6 phrase
- Improvisation 1 – 60 BPM
- Improvisation 2 – 60 BPM
- Improvisation 3 – 60 BPM
- Improvisation 4 – 60 BPM
- Improvisation 5 – 60 BPM
- Improvisation 6 – 60 BPM
27. Rises – 2 phrase
- Rises 1 – 60 BPM
- Rises 2 – 60 BPM
28. Falls – 1 phrase
- Falls – 60 BPM

For all of you who are curious to find out what Diyana’s words actually mean! We made sure
to translate all the phrases in as friendly a manner as possible, but please keep an open mind
- this is folklore we’re talking of here :)
1. Ah, Planina 1 - “Ah” is just an exclamation and “planina” is the Bulgarian translation of the word
“mountain”. “Ah, padna” translates into “Ah, (something / someone) fell / fell off.
2. Ah, Planina 2 – This is again an exclamation and it means “Ah, (the) mountain!”
3. Maro Le 1 – the title refers to an address from (in most cases) the mother to (in this case) Mara, short
for Maria. “Maro, le, shterko. Maro.” translates into “Maro, my daughter. Maro.”
4. Maro Le 2 - “Zashto si tolkoz iubava” is again an exclamation and is not to be treated as a question
:) “How can you be so beautiful!”
5. Neno Le – another simple address. This is the beginning of a conversation with (in this case) Nena.
6. Vetar Vee 1 – the title means “The wind is blowing”. “Vetar vee, gorata ljulee. U gorata, darvo iablenovo”
- “The wind is blowing, the forest’s moving / swinging / shaking. In the forest, there’s an apple tree.”
7. Vetar Vee 2 - “U darvoto dve malki orleta.” equals “In the tree there are two little eaglets.”
8. Karay, Deno – This is almost an imperative - “Karay, Deno” entails someone asking of Dena to go
with him / her to a place – almost like “Let’s go, Deno!”. “Karai, Deno! Karai, de! Na krai daideme. Na
krai nivata.” - “Let’s go, Deno! Let’s go! Let us go to our field!” , assuming someone is asking of Dena to
hurry up, so that they can start working on the field as soon as possible.
9. “Lyulchina pesen” literally translates into “A swinging song”. The girl shares that she very much feels
like swinging on a swing and ends her phrase with the Bulgarian equivalent of “Cock-A-Doodle-Doo”
because she is in such a playful or “silly” mood.
10. Trenke – This is an address to a girl named Trenka and it goes like this: “Trenke le, mome iubava!
Zashto si tolkoz glupava!?” or “Trenke, you pretty thing! How can you be so foolish!?”
11. Begalo Rade 1 - “Begalo Rade mnogo daleko. Rade le, mnogo daleko” - “The girl Rada has been
running too far away”
12. Begalo Rade 2 – the story continues and tells us that “Prez devet sela, sela golemi. Rade le, sela
golemi” - Rada has already passed nine big villages and still hasn’t stopped running.
13. Grozdanke mome 1 – This is a plain address to the girl / young woman by the name of Grozdanka.
14. Grozdanke mome 2 - “Nali ti rekah, djanam, da ne minuvash” implies an unhappy relationship with
Grozdanka. The text translates into “Didn’t I tell you, dear, not to come by.”
15. Yanke - “Poido ia, oido ia. Ianke le, iubava.” roughly translated as “ I am going, here I go. My beautiful
Yanka. “
16. Bona bolna lezhi 1 - “Bona bolna leji. Bonitse le!” - “Bona has been bedridden / sick.” followedby a
simple address: “Oh, Bonitse!”
17. Bona bolna lezhi 2 – The text and the translation don’t change here at all :)
18. Da Si Trazhu Nevesta – A young man states that he’s going out “on a mission”, so to say – the goal
being to find himself a wife.
19. Poye U Konope 1 - “Pile poe u konope, Poe, poe, chudno poe.” equals “A bird is singing amongthe
weeds. It sings and sings, what a marvelous thing!”
20. Poye U Konope 2 - “Momche saka ot devoiche. Momche saka si celuvka.” translates into “A boy is
asking the girl he is with to kiss him”

21. Yanka Barza – the title literally means “Yanka is in a hurry”. “Dve momitsi iubavitsi, dve momitsi
diavolitsi, dve momitsi pargavitsi, oidoia poidoia” can be translated into “Two beautiful girls, two
devilish girls, two nimble girls – first you see them, then they’re gone”
22. Rade Le 1 – An address to Rada from either of her parents, “encouraging” her to grow up as quickly
as possible.
23. Rade Le 2 – The meaning of the phrase doesn’t change here, though the words are a bit different.
24. Slantse Na Zaoda - “Slantse na zaoda, Iano mome. Oro na raztura, Iano mome” - this phrase can
be used to describe how long a meeting has taken – when everyone has seen each other initially,the
sun was still high up in the sky. The meeting was quite long and ended with traditional Bulgarian dances
or “horo”.
25. Brayno Le, Ivane 1 - “zavarti oro” is a call for Ivan to gather everyone, so that they can dance a
traditional horo.
26. Brayno Le, Ivane 2 - “Nalevo, nadesno. Razturai momite.” - “Regardless – to your left or to your right,
get everyone moving!” (so that they can join in the dance)
27. Brambar Dranka 1 - “Katsnal brambar na tranka I zahvanal da dranka” - “A beatle lands among
the weeds and starts buzzing”. “brambar” literally translates into “beatle” but does not always refer
specifically to this insect :)
28. Brambar Dranka 2 - “Dranka, dranka, drankashe. Sas tambura si dranka” - the story continues a bit
more and tells you that the beatle is playing around on its tamboura.
29. Brambar Dranka 3 – Exactly the same content and message, only the ending is performed differently,
as far as vocals are concerned.
30. Dve Se Mladi Zalibili 1 - “Two young people have fallen in love with each other.”
31. Dve Se Mladi Zalibili 2 – Absolute lyrical match, just a different voice expression.
32. Gyura Ide 1 - “Gyura oide u poleto” - Gyura went to the field.
33. Gyura Ide 2 - “Vartse koltse, vartse koltse, ai Guiro le dobar iunak” - gibberish words, followed by the
exclamation “Gyuro is a great hero”.
34. Gugute Le 1 - “Gugute le gugu mamina le, gugute le gugu mamina le gugu” - Caring, caressing
exclamation resembling a sound that a baby makes “gugu”, towards a baby girl.
35. Gugute Le 2 - “Gugute le gugu mamina le, gugute le gugu mamina le gugu” - same as previous.
36. Ovo Mome - “Momche u livade traji si devoiche, a devoiche odi s ovo drugo momche” - A boy/
young man in a field/meadow is looking for a / his girl / girlfriend, but the girl is walking with another
boy.
37. Siten Dazhd Vali 1 - “Siten dazhd vali, rosi dazhd rosi, oi Lazare Lazare” - A light rain is raining, raining
just a bit and then exclamation toward someone named Lazar.
38. Siten Dazhd Vali 2 - Same as previoius
39. Siten Dazhd Vali 3 - “Momite s ventsi kichat si glavite, oi Lazare Lazare” - The young women are
putting wreaths of flowers on their heads and again exclamation towards someone named Lazar.
40. Stoyne Mome - “Stoyne mome deka che odish ela mome da mi pristanesh” - The protagonist is
addresing a young girl named Stoyna to come and be his girl.
41. Zashto ti e chelo namarchelo - “Zashto ti e chelo namarchelo, brede mio, zashto u nas ne idvash” Why is your forehead frowning, exclamation towards a loved one, why are you not coming to my house.

LICENSE AGREEMENT
When you purchase a product from “Strezov Sampling”, you obtain a unique download link for
sound samples, loops and/or software from www.strezovsampling.com. However, we should
point out that you ARE NOT obtaining ownership of the sound samples—you are purchasing
only a valid license to use our products in your musical compositions—whether or not they are
released commercially. You agree to the full Terms and Conditions on our site.
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